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[00:00:00] Hello, hello hello, and welcome to English Learning for Curious Minds, by

Leonardo English.

[00:00:12] The show where you can listen to fascinating stories, and learn weird and

wonderful things about the world at the same time as improving your English.

[00:00:22] I'm Alastair Budge, and today we are going to be talking about Thomas

Edison, the famous inventor. This is actually going to be part one of a three-part series

about the electrification of the United States in the late 19th century.1

[00:00:39] Today it’s Edison, next up we’ll talk about the War of the Currents, a battle in

which Edison played a vital role, and finally we’ll have an episode on Nikola Tesla, the2

visionary genius best known for inventing the AC motor.3

3 thinking about or planning the future with imagination and new ideas

2 necessary or very important

1 the act of providing and using electricity
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[00:00:58] OK then, let’s get this electric mini-series cracking and learn about the man4

who started it all, Thomas Edison.

[00:01:08] If you ask 100 people in America who is the world’s most famous inventor,

there will be one name you are guaranteed to hear: Thomas Edison.

[00:01:20] With a record number of 1,093 registered patents , Edison was certainly one5

of the most prolific inventors of all time.6

[00:01:31] But the question we will try to answer in this episode, or at least give you the

information so that you can answer it yourself, is whether he was the greatest inventor

in the world.

[00:01:45] Thomas Alva Edison was born in 1847 in Ohio. He was the youngest of seven

children.

[00:01:54] In 1854, the family moved to Michigan for a better life, where Edison’s father

found work in the timber industry, transforming trees into usable wood.7

[00:02:08] As a young boy Thomas Edison did not do very well at school, and he was

considered slow and even stupid by his teachers.

7 wood prepared for use

6 producing a great number of inventions

5 official licences that allowed him the exclusive use of his creations for a period of time

4 started quickly
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[00:02:18] Indeed, he only went to school for a few months before his mother, a retired

school teacher, decided to teach him at home instead, believing she would be able to

help the young boy better than the teachers could.

[00:02:34] While Edison’s intelligence is unquestionable , it appears that he wasn’t8

suited to methods used in formal education at the time.9

[00:02:45] From an early age, Edison displayed an intense interest in all things10

mechanical, as well as an early eye on how to make money.

[00:02:56] These will be two traits , two characteristics, that will serve him well later11 12

on in life.

[00:03:03] In fact, they served him well from childhood.13

[00:03:08] When he was just 12 he got his first job selling confectionery and14

newspapers on board a train. With this money, Edison would buy equipment for his

electrical and chemical experiments.

14 sweets or chocolate

13 were of use to

12 be of use to

11 characteristics

10 very strong

9 right for

8 impossible to doubt, certain
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[00:03:23] He even set up a small laboratory and printing press in the train’s luggage15

wagon. The newspaper he printed and sold was the first ever newspaper to be printed

on a train.

[00:03:37] Clearly, the young Edison had plenty of potential and this was despite16

losing most of his sense of hearing by his 12th birthday, most probably after having got

scarlet fever .17

[00:03:51] Later on in life, he would refer to his hearing loss as being more of an asset18

than a disability, allowing him to concentrate more completely on his work with fewer

distractions .19

[00:04:05] In 1862, when he was 15, an important event would help to change the

course of Edison’s life forever.20

20 direction or progression

19 things that would prevent him from concentrating, disturbances

18 useful quality

17 an infection or disease that causes fever

16 qualities or abilities that could be developed and lead to future success

15 a machine that prints newspapers
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[00:04:14] He picked up and saved a three-year old child from the railway tracks where

he was about to be run over by a freight train.21 22

[00:04:24] The child’s grateful father, who worked at the station, offered to teach23

Edison railway telegraphy as a reward .24 25

[00:04:34] The railway telegraph system allowed train operations to be controlled by

sending electric telegraph signals through wires .26

[00:04:44] The electrical telegraph was what’s called a point-to-point messaging

system.

[00:04:51] Telegraph operators would spell out text messages in Morse code - a series27

of dots and dashes that were assigned to each letter of the alphabet.28

28 horizontal strokes in writing used as the longer signals of the two used in Morse code

27 write in the correct order

26 cables

25 something given in exchange for a good service

24 the practice of using communication systems by sending and receiving electrical signals through

cables

23 showing appreciation, thankful

22 transporting goods

21 killed, knocked over
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[00:05:03] Learning telegraphy was an important springboard for Edison. He went29

on to take numerous telegraphy jobs working from city to city, including working in30

the Western Union office in Boston, where he would listen out for messages on the31

Associated Press news wire.

[00:05:23] However, Edison did not really focus much on his telegraph work, preferring

to spend his time reading and conducting experiments.

[00:05:33] He was actually sacked from Western Union after he spilled sulfuric acid32 33

from a lead-acid battery that he was working on while he was on duty , while he was34

meant to be working. The acid dripped through the floorboards and onto his boss's35 36

desk in the room below.

36 long, straight pieces of wood used to make the floor

35 fell in small drops

34 at work, on the job

33 caused it to flow or fall

32 fired, dismissed

31 pay attention in order to hear

30 proceeded or continued

29 something that helped to launch his career
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[00:05:52] After leaving Western Union, Edison decided to devote himself entirely to37

his experiments and studies. In 1869, he obtained his very first patent and learned38 39

an invaluable lesson.40

[00:06:08] Edison’s first patent was for his invention of the electric vote recorder. This

recorder allowed politicians to cast their votes on laws via an electrical device. This41

device would automatically keep count of how many votes had been made for and

against a motion , saving many hours spent voting and counting.42

[00:06:33] It might sound like a good idea, but when he tried to get politicians to use it,

they didn’t even want to try, and the invention was a complete flop , it went nowhere.43

[00:06:46] Edison swore to himself that from now on, he would not waste anymore44

time inventing things that people simply didn't want, and instead, he would focus on

things that he knew people needed.

44 promised, vowed

43 failure

42 formally proposed law

41 give, register

40 extremely useful, of extreme value

39 official licence that allowed him the exclusive use of his creation for a period of time

38 got, acquired

37 give all of his time, commit
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[00:07:02] But in order to move on with his inventions, Edison needed cash, he needed

money. He moved to New York and was put up by a fellow telegrapher and inventor45

friend, Franklin Pope.

[00:07:17] When Edison fixed a broken machine for Pope, he was given a job managing

and improving the printer machines at the Gold Indicator Company.

[00:07:27] During this period, Edison formed numerous partnerships and was involved

in multiple projects all relating to the telegraph. Most notably , he set up an electrical46

engineering and invention company, Pope, Edison & Co and formed the American

Telegraph Works, looking to develop an automatic telegraph system.

[00:07:51] Then, in 1874, when he was 27, Edison got his first big break , his first big47

financial success. He had invented the quadruplex telegraph. This type of telegraph48

allowed two signals to be sent in each direction, so four messages to be sent at the

same time.

48 allowing four messages to be sent at the same time

47 big financial success

46 in particular, especially

45 provided a place to stay, accommodated
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[00:08:15] Now, for you and me it might be hard to imagine a world in which

communication was this difficult, and where being able to send dots along an49

electrical wire was such a groundbreaking achievement.50

[00:08:30] You probably have a smartphone, you can send messages to anyone,

anywhere, at any time. And not just text messages - you can send long text, pictures,

video, audio. We can do anything, and indeed there are an estimated 100 billion

messages sent on WhatsApp every single day.

[00:08:55] But when Edison was growing up, sending just one series of beeps was51

complicated and expensive.

[00:09:03] And that was Edison’s opportunity, that was where there was money to be

made.

[00:09:09] This first invention, the quadruplex telegraph, was important because it

allowed telegraph companies to increase their efficiency and productivity.

[00:09:21] Edison sold the rights to his invention to Western Union and pocketed52

$10,000, today’s equivalent of around $200,000.

52 received

51 short sounds

50 bringing big change

49 small round marks
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[00:09:33] Another invention, what he called the electric pen, followed hot on the

quadruplex’s heels in 1875.53

[00:09:42] Now, you might be wondering what an “electric pen” was, and why we don’t

all use them today.

[00:09:49] The electric pen was actually a basic, early, but not very effective version of

the photocopier.

[00:09:58] It did seem like magic, though, and was just the start of Edison’s prolific

career as an inventor.

[00:10:05] Indeed, Edison was the first person to take the idea of being an inventor to a

completely new level. He wanted to industrialise the process of invention, and in54

1876 he set up an “invention factory” - his innovative research and development55

facility, called the Menlo Park Laboratory.

[00:10:30] There, Edison employed a large team of people who carried out research56

under his direction.

56 did

55 using new methods or ideas

54 organise it into an industry

53 closely behind the quadruplex
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[00:10:39] The idea was to churn out , to produce, a constant supply of new inventions57

in all manner of fields, with Edison very much at the helm .58 59

[00:10:51] Reportedly his vision was for the laboratory to make one minor

breakthrough every 10 days and a major breakthrough once a month.60

[00:11:02] Edison was legally credited with most of the lab’s inventions, it was his name

on the patents, even though it was certainly a team effort, it was literally an invention

factory, but only one man took the credit .61

[00:11:18] This approach to invention was extremely novel for the era.62

[00:11:23] If you compare Edison’s approach to that of solitary geniuses, such as63

Nikola Tesla, who mainly worked alone, you can see why Edison’s more business-like

approach to invention was more productive and ultimately financially successful.

63 working alone

62 new and interesting

61 received recognition

60 important development

59 in charge, in control

58 many different kinds of

57 produce large amounts
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[00:11:42] We’re doing to be going deep into the life of Nikola Tesla in a couple of

episodes’ time, in episode 259, so keep your eyes peeled for that one.64

[00:11:52] What Edison managed to do was turn invention into a career, turn the career

of inventor into a glamorous and desirable one, and in so doing , turned himself into65 66

the country’s first celebrity inventor.

[00:12:10] Critics, mainly afterwards but even to a certain extent at the time, remarked

that Edison was taking a lot of credit for inventing things that he didn’t actually67

invent, that he didn’t actually have all that much to do with.

[00:12:26] In many cases, Edison and his many companies were essentially refining68

and perfecting already discovered inventions, taking new technologies and improving

upon them to come up with working items that were both affordable and desirable.69

[00:12:44] This doesn’t mean that Edison did not come up with his very own inventions

too.

69 produce

68 improving

67 commented, mentioned

66 as a result of that, by this action

65 attractive and exciting

64 watch carefully
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[00:12:49] Also, he had his failures. But it’s safe to say that for the most part Edison70

and his employees at Menlo Park worked to improve rather than completely invent

from scratch .71

[00:13:03] Rather than making an exhaustive chronological overview of Edsion’s72

many, many inventions, I’m going to focus upon some of the most important ones, as

well as a couple of failures, just for good measure .73

[00:13:17] After all, being successful is as much about how you deal with your setbacks

as well as your achievements.74

[00:13:25] Aside from improvement to the telegraph system, Edison made headway75

in improving the telephone, as well as inventing something called the phonograph - a

type of early recording and playback device.

[00:13:40] Edison’s phonograph, which he released in 1877 when he was only 30 years

old, made the young man a celebrity overnight .76

76 very quickly

75 moved forward, made progress

74 difficulties, problems

73 as extra, as a way to make it better

72 complete, including everything

71 from the beginning, without using something that already existed

70 mostly
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[00:13:50] While the phonograph itself had limitations, the fact that Edison was able to

record and playback his own voice with it was almost bordering on magic for most77

people.

[00:14:04] The phonograph earned Edison the nickname, “The Wizard of Menlo Park”,78

and the Washington Post labelled him a “genius”.

[00:14:14] But his most important invention was still to come.

[00:14:18] When you think of Thomas Edison, perhaps you think of the man who

invented the light bulb. Now strictly speaking, he didn’t actually invent the light bulb,79

rather he improved upon previous versions to create a better model that was also

commercially and economically viable .80

[00:14:37] Unlike previous light bulbs, Edison's light bulb was the first one that was

long-lasting enough to make it a practical choice for widespread use.81

[00:15:02] But he wasn’t content with just inventing the light bulb. He wanted to create

and control the electrical system that would power these lights. However, while

81 happening in many places and among many people

80 able to succeed

79 precisely, exactly

78 a man who is believed to have magical powers

77 like, very similar to
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Edison’s light bulb was a resounding success, his electrical distribution system came82

up against stiff competition.83 84

[00:15:11] This battle to dominate the electricity distribution market would become85

known as the “War of the Currents”, a topic we’ll cover in detail in the next episode.

[00:15:22] This “war” pitted Edison, with his firm belief in something called DC supply,86

against George Westinghouse, amongst others, who advocated for the use of AC87

current.

[00:15:37] In short, Edison’s DC supply system had several disadvantages compared to

AC.

[00:15:45] Mainly, AC could travel further, so it was more suitable for supplying the vast

majority of customers and it didn’t require power plants on every street corner.

[00:15:57] Edison’s DC system was really only practical in very densely populated areas,

and he eventually lost the battle for his DC system to be the standard electrical system

in America.

87 supported

86 set, put

85 control

84 hard

83 faced, had to deal with

82 huge, impressive
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[00:16:12] Now, as I said, we’ll cover this in great detail in the next episode, but this “War

of the Currents” was a pivotal period where Edison’s true character really comes to88

light .89

[00:16:25] He was a fierce competitor, not afraid to play dirty and smear his rivals ,90 91 92

and this unwillingness to give in or admit defeat would eventually result in his93 94 95

losing control of his company.

[00:16:41] In other areas, when Edison got it wrong, he wasn’t afraid to make a quick

U-turn .96

[00:16:49] For example, his short-lived foray into the toy market, when he created97

talking dolls .98

98 small models of a person used as toys for children

97 a short period being involved in a new activity or field

96 a turn or change to the opposite direction

95 that he had lost to his competitors

94 accept that had lost to his competitors

93 the quality of not wanting to do it

92 competitors

91 damage their good reputation or fame

90 act in a dishonest or unfair way

89 becomes known, is revealed

88 of central importance
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[00:16:56] Edison created smaller versions of his phonograph and placed them inside

dolls. However, the end results didn’t go to plan.

[00:17:06] The dolls’ mechanisms were too fragile , they broke easily, and Edison had99

to take them off the market after a few short weeks.100

[00:17:17] Now, it’s hard to be the most prolific inventor in the world if you spend too

much time sitting around chatting to your friends, and for all of the potential criticisms

one could make of Thomas Edison, you can’t say that he didn’t have a pretty

formidable work ethic .101 102

[00:17:35] He would work long hours at his laboratory and often stay up into the103

night, working away.

[00:17:41] One of his most famous quotes refers to his invention of the electric light

bulb, which reportedly took him 10,000 attempts.

103 go to bed late

102 the belief that working hard is important

101 causing respect

100 Remove them  from

99 easily broken
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[00:17:51] He said: “I have not failed 10,000 times. I have not failed once. I have

succeeded in proving that those 10,000 ways will not work. When I have eliminated104

the ways that will not work, I will find the way that will work.”

[00:18:08] This gives us some insight into Edison’s mind and what made him so105

successful.

[00:18:15] Unlike some geniuses with flashes of inspiration, such as Nikola Tesla,106

Edison was not afraid to plod away meticulously at his projects.107 108

[00:18:27] This work ethic might have provided the country, and indeed the world, with

some important inventions, but it certainly didn’t lead to a happy family life.

[00:18:38] He had a wife and a family, but his long days and nights at his laboratory,

indeed often sleeping at the laboratory, meant that he rarely saw his family, and his first

wife died of unknown causes, thought to be linked to stress and loneliness, before her

30th birthday.

108 with great attention to detail and extreme care

107 work slowly and continuously

106 sudden displays or occurrences

105 deep understanding

104 excluded, removed
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[00:18:59] Following his first wife’s death, Edison continued to miss both lunch and

dinner at home with his second wife and family, and continued to work long hours even

right into his final days.

[00:19:13] In short, he was a complete workaholic .109

[00:19:17] He even invented his own technique of power napping , a technique that110

he used to spend less time sleeping and more working.

[00:19:27] Edison would hold a heavy object in his hands and try to fall asleep while he

was holding it. As he nodded off , as he started to fall asleep, the object would crash111

to the floor waking him up.

[00:19:42] Edison believed that the simple act of falling asleep very briefly would revive

him, allowing him to jump back into action, inspired and ready to start working again.

[00:19:56] Aside from doggedly working away at his inventions and seeking112

inspiration in strange ways, Edison also used all means available to ensure that his

112 in a very determined or persistent way

111 started to fall asleep

110 sleeping for a short time during the working day in order to be ready to work again

109 someone who worked a lot and was addicted to it
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business ventures succeeded, including mergers , and taking a lot of legal action and113

when necessary discrediting his rivals.114

[00:20:16] So, was Thomas Edison the greatest inventor in the world?

[00:20:22] He was certainly one of the most prolific.

[00:20:24] What’s more, he was also one of the most business-minded . Unlike many115

other inventors of his time, notably Nikola Tesla who died penniless and in debt,116

Edison died a rich man.

[00:20:39] Upon his death in 1931, he left a $31 million estate , estimated at117

approximately €500 million in today’s money.

[00:20:50] Now, in the era of oligarchs and billionaires, €500 million might not sound

like that much, but it would have made him one of the richest men in the country.

117 the money and property left by a person after their death

116 having no money

115 interested in business

114 damaging their good reputation or fame

113 combinations or unifications of companies into one
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[00:21:03] Setting up his Menlo Park Laboratory or so called “invention factory” was

certainly an inspirational and highly innovative venture that helped Edison to rise118

ahead of his rivals.119

[00:21:17] Throughout his life, we can see how his ambition grew from his small120

beginnings selling newspapers and confectionery on trains to forming huge

companies that are still around today, such as General Electric.

[00:21:32] Ultimately, Edison’s genius was to take all of these new, upcoming

technologies, to build on and improve them to make better, more user-friendly and121

affordable products.

[00:21:44] It is without question that his inventions shaped the world we live in,

perhaps more so than any other inventor of his era.

[00:21:54] I’ll leave you to decide whether this makes him the greatest inventor in the

world.

[00:22:01] OK then, that is it for today's episode on Thomas Edison.

121 simple for people to use

120 strong wish to succeed

119 get the advantage over

118 risky activity
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[00:22:07] I hope it’s been an interesting one, and you’ve learned some interesting

details on one of the most prolific inventors ever to have lived.

[00:22:15] As always, I would love to know what you thought about this episode.

[00:22:19] Do you think Thomas Edison was the greatest inventor in the world?

[00:22:22] Which do you think was most important, his hard work ethic or ingenuity ?122

[00:22:28] How instrumental do you think Edison’s early years were to his success ?123

[00:22:33] I would love to know, so let’s get this discussion started.

[00:22:37] The place you can go for that is our community forum, which is at

community.leonardoenglish.com.

[00:22:43] You've been listening to English Learning for Curious Minds, by Leonardo

English.

[00:22:49] I'm Alastair Budge, you stay safe, and I'll catch you in the next episode.

[END OF EPISODE]

Key vocabulary

123 important and helpful

122 ability to think of new and clever ways of doing something
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Word Definition

Electrification the act of providing and using electricity

Vital necessary or very important

Visionary thinking about or planning the future with imagination and new ideas

Cracking started quickly

Patents official licences that allowed him the exclusive use of his creations for a

period of time

Prolific producing a great number of inventions

Timber wood prepared for use

Unquestionable impossible to doubt, certain

Suited right for

Intense very strong

Traits characteristics

Serve be of use to

Served were of use to

Confectionery sweets or chocolate
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Printing press a machine that prints newspapers

Potential qualities or abilities that could be developed and lead to future

success

Scarlet fever an infection or disease that causes fever

Asset useful quality

Distractions things that would prevent him from concentrating, disturbances

Course direction or progression

Run over killed, knocked over

Freight transporting goods

Grateful showing appreciation, thankful

Telegraphy the practice of using communication systems by sending and receiving

electrical signals through cables

Reward something given in exchange for a good service

Wires cables

Spell out write in the correct order

Dashes horizontal strokes in writing used as the longer signals of the two used
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in Morse code

Springboard something that helped to launch his career

Went on proceeded or continued

Listen out pay attention in order to hear

Sacked fired, dismissed

Spilled caused it to flow or fall

On duty at work, on the job

Dripped fell in small drops

Floorboards long, straight pieces of wood used to make the floor

Devote give all of his time, commit

Obtained got, acquired

Patent official licence that allowed him the exclusive use of his creation for a

period of time

Invaluable extremely useful, of extreme value

Cast give, register

Motion formally proposed law
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Flop failure

Swore promised, vowed

Put up provided a place to stay, accommodated

Notably in particular, especially

Big break big financial success

Quadruplex allowing four messages to be sent at the same time

Dots small round marks

Groundbreaking bringing big change

Beeps short sounds

Pocketed received

Hot on the

quadruplex’s heels

closely behind the quadruplex

Industrialise organise it into an industry

Innovative using new methods or ideas

Carried out did

Churn out produce large amounts
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All manner of many different kinds of

At the helm in charge, in control

Breakthrough important development

Took the credit received recognition

Novel new and interesting

Solitary working alone

Keep your eyes

peeled

watch carefully

Glamorous attractive and exciting

In so doing as a result of that, by this action

Remarked commented, mentioned

Refining improving

Come up with produce

For the most part mostly

From scratch from the beginning, without using something that already existed

Exhaustive complete, including everything
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For good measure as extra, as a way to make it better

Setbacks difficulties, problems

Made headway moved forward, made progress

Overnight very quickly

Bordering on like, very similar to

Wizard a man who is believed to have magical powers

Strictly precisely, exactly

Viable able to succeed

Widespread happening in many places and among many people

Resounding huge, impressive

Came up against faced, had to deal with

Stiff hard

Dominate control

Pitted set, put

Advocated supported
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Pivotal of central importance

Comes to light becomes known, is revealed

Play dirty act in a dishonest or unfair way

Smear damage their good reputation or fame

Rivals competitors

Unwillingness the quality of not wanting to do it

Give in accept that had lost to his competitors

Defeat that he had lost to his competitors

U-turn a turn or change to the opposite direction

Foray a short period being involved in a new activity or field

Dolls small models of a person used as toys for children

Fragile easily broken

Take them off Remove them from

Formidable causing respect

Work ethic the belief that working hard is important
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Stay up go to bed late

Eliminated excluded, removed

Insight deep understanding

Flashes sudden displays or occurrences

Plod away work slowly and continuously

Meticulously with great attention to detail and extreme care

Workaholic someone who worked a lot and was addicted to it

Power napping sleeping for a short time during the working day in order to be ready to

work again

Nodded off started to fall asleep

Doggedly in a very determined or persistent way

Mergers combinations or unifications of companies into one

Discrediting damaging their good reputation or fame

Business-minded interested in business

Penniless having no money

Estate the money and property left by a person after their death
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Venture risky activity

Rise ahead get the advantage over

Ambition strong wish to succeed

User-friendly simple for people to use

Ingenuity ability to think of new and clever ways of doing something

Instrumental important and helpful

We’d love to get your feedback on this episode.

What did you like? What could we do better?

What did you struggle to understand?

Let us know in the forum community.leonardoenglish.com
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